The Occlusion of Rb(+) in the Na(+)/K(+)-ATPase. I. The identity of occluded states formed by the physiological or the direct routes: occlusion/deocclusion kinetics through the direct route.
Occlusion of K(+) or its congeners in the Na(+)/K(+)-ATPase occurs after K(+)-dependent dephosphorylation (physiological route) or in media lacking ATP and Na(+) (direct route). The effects of P(i) or ATP on the kinetics of deocclusion of the K(+)-congener Rb(+) formed by each of the above mentioned routes was independent of the route of occlusion, which suggests that both routes lead to the same enzyme intermediate. The time course of occlusion via the direct route can be described by the sum of two exponential functions plus a small component of very high velocity. At equilibrium, occluded Rb(+) is a hyperbolic function of free [Rb(+)] suggesting that the direct route results in enzyme states holding either one or two occluded Rb(+). Release of occluded Rb(+) follows the sum of two decreasing exponential functions of time, corresponding to two phases with similar sizes. These phases are not caused by independent physical compartments. The rate constant of one of the phases is reduced up to 30 times by free Rb(+). When Rb(+) is the only pump ligand, the kinetics of occlusion and deocclusion through the direct route are consistent with an ordered-sequential process with additional independent step(s) interposed between the uptake or the release of each occluded Rb(+).